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About This Game

The year is 1967 and you are a TV repair person. Get to work.

In TV Trouble, you are presented with an endless conveyor belt of faulty TVs. Each TV is a micro-puzzle comprised of dials,
button panels and antennae. Tune in and repair as many televisions as you can against the clock. Earn bonus points for speedy

and efficient work.

Gamepad and Keyboard supported.
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I love the crafting system.. An old favorite that I'll never tire of!. I'm reviewing this from the couch\/controller\/in-home
streaming point of view because I feel this is the most natural environment for Videokid's kind of game.

Today, in a total 180\u00b0, we'll flip the thumb downside up. PixelTrip Studios' latest update vastly improves the game
experience with a controller in hand. The game is not overly hard but can still kill you in seconds and the fact you don't have to
reach for a mouse to give it another go anymore makes all the difference. The controller support stil doesn't feel 100% "native"
but Steam's controller configurator can pick up the slack and make the mouse-driven store and menus navigatable with a pad. If
I could only skip the Unity configuration with a launch parameter, the Big Picture experience would be improved even more.

The game itself is a silly fun time waster with a ton of '80s references but what actually draws me in is the fluid gameplay and
the fact it reminds me of Paperboy but doesn't make me want to pull my hair out. Added to the bin of games to go back to when
you don't have time or energy for anything new or big.

--

Initial review for posterity:
Seems promising but the Unity configuration popup, lingering Game Over screen and the fact you need a mouse to skip the
intro and use the menus are seriously killing the pick up (a controller) and play and replay and replay again aspect. I want to
enjoy it but the aforementioned clunkiness is getting in the way.. This game is a perfect example of why you shouldn't let
everything up to a computer.

Don't get me wrong, the game is pretty fun but the developers haven't thought about balancing and difficulty. A trend that is
pretty common around indie games.

The procedural generation in this game doesn't think about the layout of a level. This leads to corners that are way to sharp for
the speed that you are currently going, Jumps that are not perfectly straight and bumps in front of big jumps. All this leads to a
pretty meh experience in my opinion. The levels also feel really samey because the system just picks pre made pieces and sticks
them together.

I joined a room of another player that was playing on the Glaciers region. We entered the boss level and what do you know. The
Boss Jump is impossible because you need a lot of speed and there is a small bump in front of it which leads to you crashing into
the jump pad at 100 km\/h. Braking doesn't work because you won't have enough speed and there is no other way to the finish
line.

My advice for the developers is to make some levels themselves and keep the procedural generation thing as a second. I'm
positive that they can pull it of because outside of the level design, the game is really fun.. Beautiful, simple and relaxing hidden
object game. It is the perfect game to help you unwind after a long day.
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Oh, I get it, diarrhea.. Here are my thoughts.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0mfflzBDkOI

quick pro and con list.

+Graphics
+simple, fun gameplay
+no bugs
+4 player co-op or bots
+free

-no online multiplayer

Overall 9\/10. Very nicely done. Messing with parts and then getting to smash the result. recommended! Especially being able to
build both humand and AI controlled ships and team them up is a nice touch.. was a really good concept, but not done very well.
The controls are either too touchy or not touchy enough, the physics almost seem a little broken, the character doesn't move the
way you try to control.... Overall, I just wouldn't recommend it.. i swear you should be able to ask for money back .... this game
is crap... they made it look like youre going to be in a helicoptor on a man hunt but its just a one level wave game... nothing
else.... at least thats what i got after defeating four or five waves im still stuck in the same barrack or bunker shooting waves just
to compete for points.... wheres the story you guys say that there.... they hyped it up but please dont be fooled. Ok so there is a
problem with this program and not sure if it is spose to work this way(if so then it is a bad app) or messed

Instead of making a game at a lower resolution run and look better at the native higher resolution you have a monitor running it
instead just stratchs a image to fit the higher resolution but is downscaleing the pixles. I tested in on multiple game this is how it
went.All these tests were with a monitor running nativley at 1440p

Overwatch running at 1080P(I also tried 720P in the games I tested) with 1.5 scale the program said the game was running at
720P but was stretched to the native 1440p resolution. ya it ran about 40 FPS better then actually running the game in 1440P but
it looks blurry. When i enhanced the scale it just ran tha game at a lower ♥♥♥♥♥♥ resolution that was stretched to fit the
1440P resolution. So instead of correctly scaleing the game by stretching a 1080p resolution to fit the 1440p and smoothing it
out so that it did not look blurry or stretched it just downscaled the pixels while correctly stretching the game to fit 1440p with
no black bars or anything. If you put it ton the scale of 1 it does the black bars around the game and just does not stretch the
game so you play the game in a smaller view. I also tested this with Skyrim, Shadow of war, Abzu and Black ops 4. It did the
same thing for all these games.

Now if the intent for this program is to just Stretch the game but downscale it so that you do not lose performance then I
honestly c no reason for this program to exist because in essence you are not getting a tru resolution and the stretched yet
downscaled 1080P to 1440P looked worse then running the game in 1080P. Also running the game in 720P looked better then
trying to stretch the 720p to anative 1080 or 1440p resolution.. I don't really think its that bad of a fighting game. There are
worse games out there, and after a while of playing derivitive garbage that sold itself on looking pretty and that's it. Its nice to
play something that has some janky ramshackle charm.

Josh, you were onto something with this, and considering I keep coming back to this game, i can respect it for what it is. Not
bad, not perfect but not really as horrible. (Then again, i may have poor taste XD). Old skool feelz, love it!. Really good VR
strategy game!. Local multiplayer DOES NOT work!!! WTF
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